How LockBolts Work

HOW LOCKBOLTS WORK
Clamp Force or Pre–Load: In the initial stages of the installation
process, the tool engages and pulls on the pintail. The joint is pulled
together before the conical shaped cavity of the nose assembly is
forced down the collar. This progressively locks (swages) it into the
grooves of the harder pin. The pin and swaged collar combine to form
the installed fastener.
The squeezing action reduces the diameter of the collar, increasing its
length. This in turn stretches the pin, generating a clamp force over
the joint.
Shear strength of LockBolts vary according to the material strength
and minimal diameter of the fastener. By increasing the diameter or the
grade of material, the shear strength of the fastener can be increased.
The tensile strength of LockBolts is dependent on the shear
resistance of the collar material and the number of grooves it fills.

LOCKBOLT INSTALLATION SEQUENCE
1. Pin placed into prepared hole - Collar placed over pin
2. Tool is placed over the fastener pintail and activated
o Pin head pulled against material
o Anvil pushes collar against joint
o Initial clamp generated
3. Tool swages collar, increasing clamp
4. Pintail breaks, installation complete

STAR FASTENERS Huck Lockbolt Range - for friction grip joints

BobTail®

Huck-Fit®

C50L®

Hucktainer®

Magna-Grip®

C6L/C120L®

Disclaimer
*Individual fastener benefits will vary depending on the application they are used in. Please discuss with your Star Fasteners (UK) Ltd. Customer Manager prior to fastener choice.
The information contained in this publication is only for general guidance with regard to properties of the products shown and/or the means for selecting such products, and is not
intended to create any warranty, express, implied, or statutory; all warranties are contained only in Star Fasteners (UK) Ltd. written quotations, acknowledgements, and/or purchase orders.
It is recommended that the user secure specific, up-to-date data and information regarding each application and/or use of such products.
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